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Sophia Housing | Wisdom Centre | Dublin, Ireland

APPRECIATIVE
INQUIRY

“Appreciative
Inquiry seeks
and finds the

potential in
everyone and

everything.”

A
ppreciative Inquiry is a change
process that will inspire you -and
many others- to appreciate what
is, imagine what could be, deter-

mine what should be, and create together
what will be; all based on asking the right
questions. 

“A world view, a theory, a mindset, and an

approach: Appreciative Inquiry is a process

that reinforces a habit of mind that moves

through the world in a generative frame,

seeking and finding images of the possible

rather than scenes of disaster and despair.”

Appreciative Inquiry is effective in facili-
tating change at the individual and group
level, up to several hundred people. In this
workshop we will focus on complex situ-
ations, such as strategic planning, culture
change, mergers, project formulation,
evaluation, community engagement and
large group conversations.

Course Aim
The aim of the workshop is to provide you
with the understanding of the process
and the practical tools you need to start
applying Appreciative Inquiry. It offers
you a chance to experience and to under-
stand where and how it can be used in
your workplace.

For whom?
You can apply Appreciative Inquiry in
many facets of management and change
processes, especially when seeking to en-
gage multiple stakeholders and partici-
pants. This simulation workshop is
extremely useful for facilitators and advi-
sors of change processes in organisations,
as well as passionate community leaders,
non-profit organisations, local authori-
ties, and public agencies.

Are you looking for change that evokes energy

instead of resistance? Then this course is for you!



objectives
On completion of this training course you
will: 
• have the skills and tools to organize suc-
cessful trainings and workshops based on
Appreciative Inquiry

• understand the core concepts and the dy-
namics that make it successful

• have experienced what it is like to un-
dergo an Appreciative Inquiry process as
a participant

• understand the key success factors, from
planning to follow-up

• know where and when to use it for the
best results.

experience-based
The best way to learn is to get involved in a
real event. The next-best thing is a simula-
tion resembling your current environment.
As part of the training we will ask you for
your input. This will allow you to experience
and learn the principles, tools and facilita-
tion techniques. During and after the simu-
lation, there will be time for debriefing,
dialogue, stories, and applications, both
yours and ours. Much of our learning comes
from interacting with people.
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regISTrATIon
Costs: €600, incl. course materials & catering

Questions and registration contact:
michael Donnelly | T +44 7739 518 998
e michael.donnelly@perspectivity.org 

more info: www.perspectivity.org | products &
Services | meetings that matter

AbouT perSpeCTIVITy
perspectivity builds inspiring collaborations for
sustainable growth. We work with groups and in-
dividuals to address complex realities in organisa-
tions and communities. 
In current times of increasing complexity, blue
prints have become obsolete. As perspectivity, we
dare to look at the world upside down. We bring a
fresh perspective!

Appreciative Inquiry interview

1. 4-D Cycle | Theory & principles | Start simulation:
part I - Discovery: Appreciative Interviews

2. part II - Dreaming: Visions and voices of the future 
part III - Design: giving form to values and ideals

3. part IV - Destiny: Inspired actions and improvisation 
From planning to follow-up

3-DAy progrAmme


